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SMPIA is a provincial, member-based, non-profit 
organization that is governed by a volunteer board of 
directors. 

Established in 1986, SMPIA represents all personnel 
related to the making and exhibiting of media 
productions from beginners to veteran professionals. 

SMPIA’s job is to be a catalyst for change, to facilitate 
interaction between people working in these media, and 
to help to create an environment that provides 
opportunities for the production, promotion and 
appreciation of media production in Saskatchewan.

Vision
To build a world-class, production-friendly environment 
where members of the Saskatchewan media production 
industry and the communities of Saskatchewan can 
flourish.

In this instance, “production-friendly environment” 
refers to having a climate of popular opinion where the 
community and provincial benefits and competitiveness 
of the film and TV industry sector are generally 
understood and supported.

MANDATE
SMPIA represents members of the film and television
industry of Saskatchewan through communication,
education, promotion and advocacy

The film and TV industry is commonly referred to as
the” media and screen-based industry” by
government funding programs and trade journals due
to the growth of Internet-based platforms.

GOALS
To build a favourable economic and creative climate
for the film and television production industry and
the communities in which they work today and in the
future.

To cultivate a positive image of the industry in
Saskatchewan, develop an appreciation of its creative
accomplishments, and promote an understanding of
its social and economic potential for the communities
of Saskatchewan.

To provide leadership and foster cooperation through
professional development and training, discussion
forums, decision-making; and to advocate for changes
in public policy in the interests of the film and
television production industry and to creating social
and economic benefits for Saskatchewan
communities.

CORPORATE PROFILE



Lioz Bouganin - President 
Dawn Bird
Valerie Bradshaw
Alan Bratt
Layton Burton
Peter Christensen 
Lowell Dean
Andrea Hoffman
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STAFF
Ken Alecxe - Executive Director
Jolene Kriska - Office Manager

Darryl Kessler
Peter LaRocque
Ben Lies
Ryland (Alexander) 
Lukiwski
Hugh Patterson
Myrna Petersen
Anthony Towstego



March 23rd 2022, will go down in history as one of the
most important dates for the film and TV industry in
Saskatchewan. On this day, the Government of
Saskatchewan announced a massive increase to the film
and TV production grant from $2 million to $10 million.
Soon thereafter the new guidelines for the production
grant were published and more good news followed. The
cap per project was substantially increased from
$600,000 to $5 million and new bonuses for post-
production, rural production and frequent filming were
introduced. The new investment in our industry is
expected to result in over $30 million of production
spend in the province as well as over 600 new jobs.
Saskatchewan film and TV industry was now officially
back in business. 

Following the budget announcement in March we were
invited to take part in a reception dedicated to our
industry which was hosted by our minister the Honorable
Laura Ross. Minister Ross and her staff did an
unbelievable job in helping us to get to this stage. In the
days following the reception, I had a chance to reflect on
the last two plus years of community engagement work,
and how satisfying it was to see that all this hard work
had paid off. Alongside Mike MacNaughton and Ken
Alecxe, I took part in many meetings and presentations
over the last 2.5 years. We met chambers of commerce,
MPs, MLAs, cabinet ministers, mayors, economic and
business organizations and just about anyone in
Saskatchewan that could become an ally to our industry.
It is safe to say that our community engagement
strategy was a success, and it is something that SMPIA
will always have to do in one form or another. 

We had another successful edition of “Eye on
Saskatchewan Screen Week & Expo”, which took place
last August. The screen week event offered screenings,
industry workshops and networking. SMPIA’s On-Set

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT
LIOZ BOUGANIN
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 Covid-19 Safety Protocol were critical in ensuring
film and TV productions would continue to shoot
during the pandemic, as evident by the successful
production of Agam Darshi’s “Donkeyhead” which
was shot in Regina during the Omicron wave. 

In addition to my work as Board Chair, I also chaired
the Finance and Governance committees. Our
Professional Training and Development Committee
also kept us busy during this past year. SMPIA
worked closely with Creative Saskatchewan and the
National Screen Institute (NSI) to develop a pilot
training program for below-the-line crew members.
The program is currently underway with over 20
participants from Saskatchewan. As we continue to
rebuild our industry and increase capacity, training
will continue to be a big part of SMPIA’s services to
our members. With spending by streamers showing
no signs of slowing down and demand for content as
high as it has ever been, there is truly no better time
to have a career in our screen-based industry. 

Lioz Bouganin
SMPIA Board President



The 2021-22 fiscal year was a very busy one full of community
engagement activity based upon the SMPIA Strategic Plan that was
developed in 2019-20. This was the second year of the strategic plan
to develop and promote a business plan for the film industry, a
business plan that provides a way forward to reinvigorating the film
industry through a competitive incentive program.  

Organizations like SARM and SUMA, Chambers of Commerce in
numerous cities, Mayors, and communities across Saskatchewan signed
on to endorse the development of jobs through competitive incentives.
As of March 31, 2022, over 30 supporting signatures had been
acquired from leadership in the communities of Saskatchewan. The
community-based approach to promoting a business plan for the film
industry was having an impact and creating a greater understanding
amongst government decision-makers that the film industry could be 
a tremendous contributor to Saskatchewan economic growth and jobs.

REPORT FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
KEN ALECXE

Training and development continued for the members of SMPIA, with workshops offered during Eye on
Saskatchewan Screen Week & Expo, and more networking events as the industry began to cope and continue
responsible production despite the Covid-19 pandemic. The industry rose to the challenge and, with the help of
SMPIA, instituted on-set safety protocols and guidelines, making ongoing production possible.

I began representing SMPIA at live, virtual and in-person film festivals, such as All Access Manitoba and the
Whistler Film Festival. In Manitoba, it resulted in numerous contacts to understand how they best developed their
crew training programs. This resulted in the development of a new partnership between Creative Saskatchewan,
SMPIA and the National Screen Institute. A new below-the-line training program through NSI began the
development phase with investment from Creative Saskatchewan. At the Whistler Film Festival I witnessed an
amazing workshop on Virtual Production, and later took the initiative to bring a similar workshop to
Saskatchewan. 

The future potential for growth in the Saskatchewan screen-based media production industry looks promising,
indeed.

Ken Alecxe
Executive Director
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MEMBERS IN
2017/18

SMPIA membership numbers ending March 31, 2022.

CORPORATE MEMBER PROFILE

Corporate + Membership – 9

Corporate + free Account – 9

Corporate Membership – 19

Corporate Free Account – 19

Corporate Employee – 17

   

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER PROFILE – 37

Individual Discounted – 15

Student – 1

Non Profit Employee – 1

Reciprocal Membership – 3

Reciprocal Membership Free Account – 2

Associate Membership – 22

Total Members: 154

MEMBERSHIP 2021/22
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MEMBERS IN
2019/20



WATCH Saskatchewan Screen Based Industry Trailer

LIGHTS, CAMERA, JOBS
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https://youtu.be/8cc5FYyoPOY
https://youtu.be/8cc5FYyoPOY
https://youtu.be/8cc5FYyoPOY


Filmmaker GPS - Directing Essentials - March 5, 2021   
Filmmaker GPS - Set Etiquette - April 12, 2021

Throughout the last fiscal SMPIA supported numerous workshops, training sessions and screenings. 

TRAINING:

NETWORKING:

HOLIDAY RECEPTION & NETWORKING EVENT’
Locations: Regina & Saskatoon 
SMPIA hosted holiday networking and receptions in both Regina and Saskatoon to connect with its members 
and to introduce the organization to new members. Conversations about the growth of the industry took place 
as well as networking through the evening. 

WORKSHOPS, 
TRAINING & 
NETWORKING 
SESSIONS
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SCREENINGS

BROTHERHOOD Screening, Reception & Networking Event. August 2021
SMPIA was pleased to host the screening of the feature film “Brotherhood” at the IMAX. Following the 
screening Director Richard Bell and Producer Anand Ramayya were on hand to answers questions from the 
audience. A reception and networking session followed the event. 

BROTHERHOOD is a 2019 Canadian Screen Award 
winning drama film written and directed by Richard 
Bell. Set in the 1920s, the film recounts the true 
story of a group of youth at a summer camp on 
Balsam Lake in the Kawartha Lakes, who had to fight 
for survival when an unforeseen thunderstorm 
overwhelmed their canoe trip. The film's cast 
includes Brendan Fehr, Brendan Fletcher, Jake 
Manley, Gage Munroe and Dylan Everett. 
Brotherhood is a Saskatchewan produced feature.  

DONKEYHEAD Screening Reception & Networking 
Event. March 2022

SMPIA was pleased to host the screening of Agam 
Darshi’s award-winning film “Donkeyhead”. This 
made-in-Saskatchewan feature film was shot on 
location in Regina Saskatchewan in the height of the 
pandemic and in minus 30 degree weather. A 
question and answer period followed the film where 
audience goers were able to ask the cast and crew 
about their experiences shooting the film, followed 
by a networking reception. 

DONKEYHEAD is about Mona, a failed writer, who 
carves out a life of isolation while caring for her 
ailing Sikh father but when he has a debilitating 
stroke her three successful siblings show up on her 
doorstep determined to take control of the situation.
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PROCLAMATION FOR EYE ON SASKATCHEWAN SCREEN WEEK & EXPO
The Honourable Minister Laura Ross of Parks, Culture and Sport has signed a proclamation for Eye on 

Saskatchewan Screen Week & Expo officially recognizing the week long event on behalf of the 
Government of Saskatchewan.



Jane Caulfield – Crafting Digital Narratives 
Lee Chambers – GPS Plans for Making a Short   
Lindi Edge – SFX Makeup Artist Intro & Demonstration
David Roman – Art of Sound in Film 
Judith Silverthorne – Productive Screenwriting
Alan Bratt – Actra Workshop 
Sask Music – Music Videos: from Concept to Creation 

SMPIA was pleased to celebrate the Saskatchewan Film and Television industry, its crews, creatives, 
producers, and more as it hosted Eye on Saskatchewan Screen Week & Expo.

From August 22-28 attendees took in exclusive screenings, “Dinner & A Movie”, speakers, workshops, 
panels, and watched films and television programs streaming that were made here in Saskatchewan.

SESSIONS INCLUDED: 
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EYE ON SASKATCHEWAN SCREEN WEEK AND EXPO



SCREENINGS

DINNER AND A MOVIE - In partnership with five local restaurants, Dinner and a Movie encouraged 
attendees to eat in or take out and then stream full feature films through the SMPIA website. These films 
are made or produced by Saskatchewan filmmakers. 

STREAMING SASKATCHEWAN - August 22-28, 2021
Audiences were able to stream on demand Indigenous, Children’s and Nostalgic films throughout Eye on 
Saskatchewan Screen Week & Expo.

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

Many thanks to the following organizations for partnering with SMPIA on Eye On Saskatchewan Screen 
Week & Expo.
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https://smpia.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2372c4557aaac8763f89fdbd4&id=83f1fc38b8&e=0be92adf49


SOCIAL
MEDIA &
DIGITAL
CONTENT
ENGAGEMENT

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

INTAGRAM

MAILCHIMP

OUR
CHANNELS

WEBSITE

OVERVIEW
Over the course of the last fiscal year 
SMPIA has posted content on the 
following social channels:

Facebook @SMPIAoffice
Twitter @SMPIAoffice
Instagram @Smpia.Office
smpia.sk.ca

We use Later's Linkin.bio to ensure that 
web links are supported and followers can 
easily access mentioned content on 
Instagram.

We seldom pay for promotion and instead 
work to grow our community organically 
and authentically. 

OUR CURRENT COMMUNITY:

1618 Fans Total 1432 Followers Weekly e-Buzzzz to
268 Subscribers

534 Followers
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SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT



WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING:

BUILDING COMMUNITY
Across all platforms we have been posting content celebrating our industry and spotlighting
those that are contributing to it within the province.

We have and will continue to create content that our audiences will want to engage with. This
ranges from posts about the Saskatchewan industry, opportunities within the industry, funding
avenues, skills development, SMPIA news and workshops offered, and information from cultural
partners.

REPOSTING INDUSTRY CONTENT & FOLLOWING STRATEGIC ACCOUNTS
To encourage community building we regularly re-post other industry accounts and attribute the
content to them. This connects and extends the community aspect of the social platforms. We
follow strategic accounts and mention them to raise their profile and SMPIA's at the same time.

CREATING CONTENT

POSTING CONTENT THAT FOCUSES ON:

FUTURE PLANS:

Community Engagement
Spotlighting production in the province
Communicating positive industry news
Keeping our community updated regarding Covid-19 Safety and industry standard filming
protocols

Include member spotlights, new board members etc.
Include more on-set stills showing the work of our domestic and service industry
Pull traffic from socials to the the SMPIA website
Show how important the Saskatchewan industry is, can and continues to be to the province
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#MadeInSaskatchewan

#SMPIA

ZARQA

INDIGENOUS DADS

CAGEFIGHTER



INDUSTRY PROMOTION
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The broad Industry Promotion campaign continued apace with the ongoing work of the Community Engagement 
Committee (CEC) , which was initially chaired by Wally Start (Angel Entertainment), who relinquished the role when 
he was appointed to the Board of Directors for Creative Saskatchewan. However, Wally was able to remain on the 
CEC and continue making contributions to the work of the committee. 

The role of the Chair was then accepted by Mike McNaugton (Twisted Pair Productions), who, along with Lioz
Bourganin, Wally Start and Ken Alecxe all contributed to a stellar role in making numerous presentations of the 
SMPIA Business Plan (MNP) to key stakeholders whose support was critical to the new way forward for our industry 
including the Chamber of Commerce, Mayors, Regional Economic Development groups, SARM, SUMA, and many 
supporting individuals.

The CEC has broad representation from the screen-based media (film and TV) industry in Saskatchewan and they 
all made significant input to the strategic direction, planning and implementation of the Industry Promotion 
campaign. By March of 2022, it had become clear that the stakeholder consultations, and resulting endorsements, 
were gaining traction with the business community and with the provincial government. 

At the same time, Creative Saskatchewan was making a similar set of presentations within the provincial 
government. SMPIA would like to thank Erin Dean, CEO of Creative Saskatchewan, and her team for their stalwart 
efforts in the past two plus years in making the case to the decision-makers for establishing a competitive industry 
incentive in Saskatchewan.

In particular, SMPIA appreciates the pivotal role of Ministers Laura Ross and Donna Harpauer in marking the case 
for new jobs and growth opportunities in the economy through a competitive incentive to their colleagues in the 
Treasury Board and Cabinet.Minister Ross has been playing a major role in helping others to understand the 
potential of the film and TV industry to support the Saskatchewan Economic Growth Strategy. 

Add to that the existence of underutilized economic infrastructure in our industry, namely the Saskatchewan Sound 
Stage, and our base of skill and talent, and you have a potential formula for great production success over the next 
few years. 

Here is a list of the contributing members of the SMPIA Community Engagement Committee:

Chair: Mike McNaughton                        Ben Lies                  
Dawn Bird                                             Joanne MacDonald 
Lioz Bouganin                                        Catherine Middleton 
Val Bradshaw                                         Hugh Patterson
Alan Bratt                                              Shayne Putzlocher 
Lowell Dean                                           Wally Start 
                                              



Annual Operational Plan 2021-2022 (Year Three)
GOAL #1:   Build Toward Positive Economic and Creative Climate 

1.   Continuous improvement of Board and management governance
2.   Develop a collaborative approach toward local community understanding of the social and economic 
benefits of the industry

GOAL #2:   Communications, Education and Promotion Plan

1.  Improve, strengthen and renew SMPIA
2. Improve communications & resources for membership
3.  Improve communications & education with government & communities
4.  Increase SMPIA activity and revenue

GOAL #3:   Professional Development & Training Plan 

1.  Provide professional development and training workshops that meet the needs of the industry
2.  Develop a strategy to provide opportunities for training and development related to cultural and 
gender diversity in the industry
3.  Develop a plan for research, market intelligence and trend information gathering for dissemination to 
the industry
4.  Gather Saskatchewan industry information through surveys or other consultation forums

“Harnessing Our Potential” is a strong theme that is building upon and forming the basis for actions and
operations over a three year period. It's intended to help SMPIA pursue new methods of engagement and
education in the province that will help Saskatchewan communities in realizing their share of the social
and economic benefits that have increased so significantly in our neighbouring provinces in the past 10
years. At the same time, SMPIA plans to “take care of business” and continue to provide the community
outreach, collaboration, communication, professional development and training that is needed to support
the industry.

SMPIA's FUTURE:
HARNESSING OUR POTENTIAL
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FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
"These estimated financial statements provide an excellent overview 
of the fiscal health of SMPIA operations; and they will later be replaced 
with the reconciled statements to be provided through the 
Engagement Review 2021-20222 being conducted by Sandra Jackson 
CPA Prof Corp. 
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CONCLUSION
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All Rights Reserved
SMPIA
June 2022
312 – 1831 College Avenue
Regina, SK S4P 4V5

SMPIA has had excellent responses from a new set of business and government supporters outside 
of our immediate film and TV production industry. This will be an evergreen process that never 
stops generating broad community support among the public, business and government. 

Our industry will always need to tell its story, not only about the great Saskatchewan content in our 
storytelling, but in particular, about the high potential of this industry to contribute to economic 
growth through value-added exports, jobs and new business opportunities. 

In every new screen-based media production, we need to find ways to let the community know 
about the local and provincial growth impact stemming from local production investment. Telling 
our own story will never be taken for granted. It’s a new story arch we need to follow… and stay 
evergreen.

SMPIA is on a solid footing operationally and financially with the great assistance of our Office 
Manager, Jolene Kriska, and our casual employee, Azelia Ross-Neustaeter. Despite the lack of 
increases to Operational Funding Grant for the past few years, SMPIA continues to “swing above its 
weight class”. 

In the future, training is likely to become a more robust program and external funding sources will 
need to sourced. 



THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
GOLD LEVEL 

SILVER LEVEL 


